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If the former fishing village of Marbella is your choice for the stag party this weekend, then get ready
to enjoy an action packed time. Marbella is a place that where history and modernity come together
for magnificent blend. While, on one hand, the town offers a great nightlife, is packed with people
24X7, the traditional fishing roots, on the other hand, have not been forgotten either. Miles and miles
of golden beaches stretch ahead in full glory as lovely senoritas bask under the hot Spanish sun.
After spending your day lousing about the beach sand, you can feel some excitement at the
numerous nightclubs of the city.

If your idea of spending a stag weekend in Marbella differs significantly from others, then do try
buggy adventure. It is, in fact, one of the best ways to infuse those alternative stag weekends with
added fun. There could not have been a better way of spending the stag party weekends than
driving a buggy car through the shallow riverbeds and rugged roads.

Thanks to an increase in the number of operators, arranging a weekend here is not a daunting task
any more. The professionals can get every aspect of the tour organized in the most hassle free
manner imaginable. If you wish to put up at one of the townâ€™s choicest resorts, then do keep the
experts posted about your desires. In fact, choosing a beach resort for the weekend in Marbella is
about the best decision you can take.

Marbellaâ€™s fishing roots come as an added bonus for stag groups. You can choose to discover the
Andalusian village by giving fishing baits a shot. There is a variety of packages available for those
who wish to spend their weekend in Marbella fishing. Whether it is about taking a full day sail off the
Mediterranean coast or half a day of fishing spree- there are packages to meet all your
requirements. In addition, to make things even more exciting, do pack some refreshing beer along.
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For more information on a weekend in marbella, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a alternative stag weekends!
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